Long Beach Island Consolidated School District
“Riding the Waves of Excellence”
Superintendent and Principal’s Report, June 2022

Dear Parents/Guardians,
We truly appreciate all of your support as we look to the Summer of 2022.
Congratulations to our upcoming sixth grade graduates and their parents/guardians. We have been
working through the final preparations for an outdoor ceremony on June 16th. We are hoping for great
weather and look forward to seeing our students and families attend. A special “Thank You” to our
teachers, parents and students for all the support you have shown throughout these many years. In
addition, “Thank You” to our dedicated PTA for their time and efforts in providing so much.
The second grade students visited the LBI School on June 10th, which was hosted by the fifth graders.
This was a great opportunity for the second graders to get a glimpse of third grade. There will be a
summer orientation offered to the parents...more details to follow.
Congratulations to Simon Serrano for winning the “2022 United States Postal Cancellation Stamp”
contest sponsored by Ship Bottom Borough and the United States Postal Service! The stamp design
celebrates the annual Ship Bottom Christmas Parade. Simon’s original drawing will be formed into a
hand stamp for the USPS, and it will be hand stamped by the LBT Postmaster on mail throughout the
month of December and will travel all over the world! Simon’s design will also be used for Ship
Bottom’s 2023 beach badge
We are very excited to announce that $864,988.00 from local donor organizations was distributed at the
Southern Regional Scholarship Awards Ceremony. It was a long evening, but our LBI students did very
well. Janelle Gosline represented the LBIEA which donated 3 awards at $500 each. Winners were Nolan
Anderson, Finn Olcott, & Haley Skimmons.
Brianne Meehan, Kelly Scotto di Carlo & Shelley Smith represented the LBI PTA which donated 4
scholarships at $500 each. The winners were Kai Manzella, Shelby McDougall, Cole Nemes (Class
President) & Haley Skimmons. Graduates from our LBI Grade School Class of 2016 received at least
116 scholarships!!!
We are looking forward to the final few days of an amazing school year! The success of this school year
has been due to the cooperation of all those in our school community. With this, enjoy the upcoming
warmer weather days outside with family and friends.
Again, many thanks for all you do!
Warmest regards,
Dr. Peter Kopack

Special thanks to Kiwanis Club of LBI, our local Health and Police Departments, and Walter's Bikes for
providing an assembly and bike rodeo for summer safety! Thank you Hartland Golf and Ship Bottom
Taxpayers Association as well!

Parent Teacher Association
We would like to thank our PTA for their continued support. Thank you to all of the parents and teachers
for their time and effort! We are looking forward to the many learning activities planned. Please make
sure to sign up to become a member of the PTA. Special thanks to our PTA for all of their hard work,
especially at the PTA meetings...many thanks to all for a job well done!
Here are the results of the LBI PTA Board Elections for 2022-23 - President: Kelly Linkewich; Vice
President: Marci Bleam; Treasurer: Cindy DeMarsico; Recording Secretary: Coleen Garabedian;
Corresponding Secretary: Danni Hagler.

Music
After a busy May month with a successful spring play entitled “The Great Outdoors”, our EJ students
are riding high in music class. We are realizing the words of the title in every music class. Mr. Cotov has
been leading songs in our EJ Garden. The Kindergarten sings “Bye Bye, Baby Tooth” while the 1st and
2nd grades sing of space in science. In fascinating cross-curriculum lessons, the children learn of the
“Jim Webb Telescope” which will be sending back the highest resolution star photos in a few short
weeks.

In the LBI Grade school, we were equally successful with our Spring Concert, “Pop Rocks!” The 3rd
graders have moved on to band and string instrument demonstrations for next year. The 4th and 5th
graders have been using class time to review all the music theory from the year. We also sing about the
many animals that Spring and Summer bring into our lives. The 6th Grade prepares for our graduation
ceremony. All graduates will sing several songs accompanied by Mr. Cotov on guitar. Also, ukulele
members are learning patriotic numbers to perform at the graduation.

The LBI Grade School proudly presents our 5th and 6th Grade Band, Violins, and Chorus!

EJ and LBI School Field Day!

6th Grade
Our 6th grade scientists have been investigating effects of climate change with an extensive research
project involving phenology experiments with plans in the classroom and outside in the garden. Students
grew basil plants and mustard plants under different environmental conditions and analyzed the results.
They then created a collaborative research article and presented their findings with a scientific research
poster using Canva, a digital presentation program.
Over the past few weeks, these students also have been exploring chemistry concepts involving
developing and using 3D models and designing challenging experiments with atoms, molecules, and
elements.
The final unit of the year involved project-based learning (PBL) centered around physics concepts. The
goal for this project was to explain how physics affects their favorite sport. To kick off the project,
students participated in a physics scavenger hunt in which they located examples of physics concepts
such as velocity, acceleration, balanced and unbalanced forces, around the school. Once students were
able to identify and define the examples, then they developed presentations about a favorite sport to
explain the physics concepts involved.
Lastly, through an original, collaborative project with assistance from Mr. Cotov, the 6th graders also
participated in “The Caring Compliments Project” a.k.a. “Beautiful Things” to support social emotional
learning and foster positive peer relationships. This project involved students providing written
compliments to each other on the board. Then, images of the students and their peer-generated messages
of kindness were compiled into a digital presentation set to music.
5th Grade
The fifth grade scientists have been exploring energy conservation with “The Heat Loss Project” which
involved a real-world investigation of energy transfer. Students were tasked with designing and creating
a model to track the movement of thermal energy in a residential home with a goal of developing a
house that is energy efficient. First, they constructed a basic house structure and measured the thermal
energy loss throughout the home. Then, students used various classroom materials to prevent the house
from losing heat energy, and measured heat loss again to see how well their improvements worked.
The final unit of the year for fifth grade students focused on ocean conservation and endangered species
in honor of World Oceans Day. Students explored these concepts through an investigation of endangered
marine species. Next, students used informational text to research scenarios of human impacts such as
pollution, overfishing, and invasive species, and created visual short stories to inform the school
community about these important issues. The short stories were then communicated to the class with
original student-made props through a shadow theater presentation.
4th Grade:
Our fourth grade students have been exploring animal senses with a creative and collaborative
engineering design project. Students were tasked with researching animal senses and creating a 3D
model of an animal that illustrates its senses.

Large Projects Completed this Year
1. ROV Club Showcase Event at Saint Francis: Remotely operated vehicles, or ROVs, are
unmanned, underwater vehicles used for investigating a range of aquatic environments. Once
they are deployed in water, ROVs are connected with a cable, and controlled by a person on land
who maneuvers them through the water. This spring, at the LBI Grade School, an afterschool
program was held for approximately 11 sixth grade students to construct their own ROVs from
kits received through SeaPerch Robotics. Through this nationally recognized engineering
program developed by the Office of Naval Research, students engaged in a unique opportunity to
learn about underwater robotics and engineering concepts. During the construction process of
their ROVs, students enhanced their skills in engineering, math and science as well as problem
solving and teamwork. Specifically, students measured and assembled parts, and built motors
and an electrical control box. After approximately eight weeks of construction, the ROVs were
then launched and deployed in the Saint Francis Community Center pool for a culminating event.
Our 11 sixth grade club participants and parents attended this event which provided an authentic
opportunity for students to showcase their ROVs, and maneuver the ROVs to simulate real world
applications of these underwater vehicles.
2. “Pollinator Pathways Project” (6th Grade PEP/ Science/Art integration)
Our sixth grade PEP students have been designing and creating an outdoor art installation using
innovative materials to inform the community about the importance of pollinators. This project is
in conjunction with and supporting the sixth grade studies of phenology and phenological
changes based on the Arctic Plant Phenology Learning Through Engaged Science program
developed by scientists and educators at Penn State and University of California, Davis.
3. Elements of Fifth Grade Project: Collaboration among the fifth students led to the creation of
an original, school-wide interactive display related to The Periodic Table of Elements. This
project encouraged all students throughout the school to find and record information about the
elements on posters created by fifth graders displayed throughout the school.
4. Caring Compliments Project: An original, collaborative project with assistance from Mr.
Cotov, supported social emotional learning and fostered positive peer relationships.
5. STEAM Day Event: The sixth graders collaborated in teams to create original STEAM
activities for the fourth grade students.
6. Shark Tank: Sixth grade students collaborated in an authentic engineering design project to
solve problems within the school and create prototypes of their solutions. These solutions were
then presented to Sharks and the school community through a Shark Tank event.
7. World Oceans Day Project: Fifth grade students researched human impacts on our oceans and
created visual short stories through shadow theater presentations.

Technology
Coding PEP- The students in Coding PEP just finished designing & printing labels for the LBI
School Garden. The students used TinkerCad to design labels for various veggies & herbs. Next
they got to see how the printer software, Cura, sliced the designs so that our Ultimaker 3D printer
could then print the actual product. Often the designs had to be revised but our students persevered
to get a functional product to give to Mrs. Beetel to use in the garden this summer.

Preschool News

This month we talked about the change in weather and the transition from Spring to Summer. We are
talking about summer activities such as swimming, biking and gardening. We visited the EJ Garden and
picked strawberries and planted flowers..
We are reviewing all the letters of the alphabet and matching up the beginning sounds. We made ABC
books to bring home and practice with over the summer. We can say the beginning sound and say the
words that start with that letter..

— Farm —

We talked about what animals live on the farm. We compared the animals from the zoo/jungle and the
farm animals. WE were able to sort the animals.

To finish out the school year,
We talked about who lives in the ocean.

Our crafts included turtles, whales, sharks and dolphins. We also
made seagulls!
We talked about how special our dads and grandpas are. We are making a special Fathers Day
gift. Shhhhhhh!!

Kindergarten Crew June Happenings

Wow! Graduation is almost here! We have worked hard this year and learned so many new
things! We are readers, writers, mathematicians, scientists, and scholars. We have made
new friends and became a family. We have worked and played, listened and laughed,
danced and sang, and grown up along the way. During these last few weeks, we will be
reviewing skills in ELA and math, playing games, working on a craft or two, and preparing
for our graduation ceremony. We will never forget this year and we will always be
members of the Kindergarten Crew! Next stop...graduation! See you there!

First Grade
As the 2021-2022 school year comes to a close, all of the students here in 1st grade are
very eager for the upcoming school year and all that they will be learning in 2nd grade. In
Math we have started to familiarize the students with some of the material that they
will be learning in 2nd grade to give them a little bit of a jump start and ease any worries
they may have. We’ve worked on telling time to the nearest 5 minutes, addition and
subtraction within a wider range of numbers, and how to count money. In Phonics, we are
continuing to grow as readers and are spending the last few weeks reviewing all of the
skills that we have learned throughout this past school year. For Social Studies, we are
learning about goods and services as well as needs versus wants. Since September, the
students have all come very far academically as well as socially and emotionally, and we
couldn’t be more pleased! Even with all of the changes and craziness that this year has
thrown at us, our students have grown leaps and bounds and we will miss seeing their
smiling faces every day here in 1st grade!

Second Grade
Second graders have been working tremendously hard as we close out the 4th marking period, and
prepare for the transition to third grade. Our second graders have been extremely busy this past month.
Second grade enjoyed a wonderful trip to the Cape May Zoo at the end of May. Students were able to
learn about various animal, and plant species while enjoying a day outdoors with their peers. The
second grade also recently visited the LBI Grade School for a tour of the building in preparation for their
transition to LBI next year. Our second graders were paired up with a 5th-grade pen pal. Second grade
wrote letters to our pen pals asking questions as to what to expect next year. Fifth grade was so kind as
to respond to each and every letter. The fifth-grade class hosted our tour of the LBI Grade School and
gave our students the opportunity to attend a gym class, enjoy recess and lunch, as well as explore the
grade school. It was a wonderful day enjoyed by all who participated. Our second graders are very
excited to be third graders next year.
In ELA, students are currently working on a novel study of Ronald Dahl's Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory. Second grade has been really enjoying this novel by diving deep into the various story
elements and themes within this novel.
In Math, students will finish marking period four with a unit on Geometry. Students are learning about
shapes and their attributes. Students have been exploring the characteristics of 2 Dimensional and 3
Dimensions figures.
In Science, second grade will finish the year by completing a unit on Plants, Animals, and their
Environments. The second grade is currently learning about various habitats and their characteristics.
Students are currently working in google slides to create a slide presentation based on the habitat of an
animal of their choice. Students will use various skills they have learned throughout the year in
technology to format their presentation by adding images, text, font, and color. Finally, in Social Studies
second grade will finish the year by learning about our American Symbols and Landmarks.
Words cannot express how proud we are of our second graders this year. They have worked so hard all
year to be true role models, and leaders at Ethel Jacobsen Elementary. While we are so sad to say
goodbye to our students. We are so excited to see all that they will achieve as they continue their
journey at the LBI Grade School.

Third Grade
These are some of the things the 3rd graders did this year. This year the 3rd graders took the NJSLA test
which is also called the State Test. Soccer is one of the most popular games at snack, recess, and P.E.
For Field Day the 3rd graders went on a bus to EJ to play games and have fun all day! One of the
chromebook activities is Kahoot. A couple of days ago the students in 3F’s class learned about time. The
fifth thing is prodigy. Prodigy is a fun math and english game where students collect pets, earn coins and
complete quests to get a gem at the end of the quest and battle the titan and have a friendly battle against
your friends. All in all, 3F and 3M loved 3rd grade this year!
Written by,
April Li, Anna Kiernan,
Summer Rickards,
Luka Darcangelo,
Brenda Campuzano

Fourth Grade
Our 4th grade isn’t ready to relax just yet! This month our classes will take the final few stops on our
road trip across the USA, as we’re headed to the west coast and knowing ALL of our states and capitals.
In Science, we are continuing our study of functions and structures, working with both classes to design
our own 3-D creations. Math time is being spent preparing for 5th grade challenges. Geometry, Line
Plots, and Fractions are some of the topics we are exploring. We are grateful for such a wonderful year
with an enjoyable, delightful group of students. We have had many exciting end of the year activities,
and this month has been a great way to wrap up an incredible year. As we say in our classroom, “Time
flies when you’re having 4th grade FUN!”

Fifth Grade
The 5th Graders cannot believe it is the end of the year! They have been working hard wrapping up
everything. In ELA students wrapped up literature circles and they are creating book trailers to
encourage their classmates to read each other's novels. In Social Studies we are “fighting the
Revolutionary War”! We helped “host” the 2nd Graders, and are so excited to see them next year.
Finally, we want to wish the 6th graders the best of luck. We will miss you!

Sixth Grade
With June comes the closing of a significant chapter in the lives of our sixth graders. Their time as LBI
students will come to an end and be celebrated with a long-awaited graduation ceremony on June 16th.
This month, they have completed many "final" projects in each subject area. The sixth graders wrote a
final Ode poem in ELA to commemorate a favorite place or special memory from their time at LBI
school. They also had the opportunity to decorate graduation caps in math through the use of decimal
multiplication. Finally, the students have been creating a final project called "Teach the Teacher" where
they put together a lesson plan to educate their teachers on a topic of their choice. It has been a
wonderful year with the Class of 2022, and we are excited to see what the next chapter will bring.

LBI Grade School Garden

Special thanks to Mrs. Beetel and staff for building a garden library for the LBI Grade School.

EJ Garden
The EJ Garden would like to thank the many hands seen and unseen that brought author/illustrator
Monica Wellington to our schoolyard garden. The weather halfheartedly cooperated but the students
wholeheartedly enjoyed the garden visit. This past week EJ Students taste tested many Spring Fruits &
Veggies that the students harvested from our Schoolyard Garden. The Garden Bounty included
asparagus, radishes, purple & green snap peas and strawberries! Our Summer Garden is planted for a
promising Fall Harvest and our volunteers are ready to weed, water and watch the schoolyard garden for
our happily returning students in September.

Pollinator Pathway Art Installation

The Pollinator Pathways art installation adorning the northeast corner of the LBI Grade School
property was created by students and staff of the LBI Consolidated School District. It represents the
importance of plants and pollinators.
According to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), “Bees and other pollinators play a
critical role in our food production system as more than 100 US grown crops rely on pollinators.”
Unfortunately, due to numerous environmental stressors such as habitat loss and climate change,
pollinator populations are decreasing worldwide.
Through this artwork, we hope to bring awareness to the global decline of pollinators, and promote
growing native flowering plants to provide habitat for these essential insect species. Recycled material
sculptures represent Pollinator insects. Giant fence flowers were created by the Pollinator Pathways
student committee.
Under the Guidance of:
Cathy McBride, Science Teacher
Lisa Benjamin, Visual Arts Teacher
Karen Beetel, Teacher, LBI garden coordinator

This project was sponsored and funded by the
Long Beach Island Education Association

